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Illuminating astrophysical actinide production using 
MeV gamma-rays and metal-poor stars
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NSM dynamical ejecta

Neutron-rich ejecta from 
neutron star mergers > 40 years ago
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initially cold, expanding neutron star matter → 
fission cycling r process + superheavy elements
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initially cold, expanding neutron star matter → 
fission cycling r process + superheavy elements

Production of fissioning nuclei in astrophysics?
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Actinides

* Our Sun and other stars: U-238
* Deep sea ocean crusts: Pu-244
* Meteorites: Cm-247

Production of fissioning nuclei in astrophysics?
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Predicted abundance dependence on yield model 

Fission yields and rates depend on incident energy and 
barrier height ((n,f), 𝛽df, sf distinct)

Vassh+19 (JPhysG)
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sion, it is the sum of the incident neutron energy, En,
and the neutron separation energy, Sn, with En + Sn on
the order of a few MeV, except for the most neutron-rich
nuclei near the neutron dripline. For �-delayed fission,
the excitation energy (denoted here as hEi�) can be as
large as 9 MeV.

Prior evaluations of cumulative neutron-induced fission
yields (after both prompt neutron emission and delayed
emission from the �-decay of fission products) indicated
that the yields become more symmetric with increasing
incident neutron energy [57]. However, a more recent ex-
periment saw the cumulative fission yields for 239Pu(n,f)
in particular to have a non-monotonic energy dependence
on the energy of the incident neutron [58]. Thus the en-
ergy dependence of the fission yields may be more com-
plicated than previously assumed.

Neutron-induced fission in the r process occurs late
in time at low temperatures, corresponding to incident
neutron energies between ⇠ 0.01 � 0.2 MeV, with most
fission taking place at ⇠ 0.1 MeV. Although the r-process
indeed occurs over a range of temperatures, and the neu-
trons are characterized by a thermal distribution rather
than a single energy, the variation in fission yields over
the energy range important for the r process is small.
Figure 1 shows that for the incident neutron energy range
of relevance to the r process, even a very neutron-rich
nucleus such as 279Pu with a low separation energy will
not exhibit significant di↵erences in its fission fragment
yields. Percent-level di↵erences begin to appear when
comparing yields at ⇠ 0.1 MeV and ⇠ 1.0 MeV, however
1.0 MeV (⇡ 10 GK) is not a temperature at which fission
participates in the r-process since here the environment
is governed by nuclear statistical equilibrium (NSE) and
has yet to synthesize fissioning nuclei. The di↵erences in
the yields of a less neutron-rich nucleus with a separation
energy on the order of MeV, such as 258Pu, are even less
relevant. In this case, even a neutron incident energy of
⇠ 1.0 MeV produces di↵erences on the sub-percent level
relative to En = 0.1 MeV. Therefore, unless the r-process
proceeds through conditions in which nuclear reheating
produces a rise in late time temperatures which reaches
NSE values, the variance in the fission yields over the
temperature evolution of the r process can be safely ig-
nored. Thus we apply a constant incident neutron energy
of ⇠ 0.1 MeV.

Even though the incident neutron energy of relevance
to the r process is low, the excitation energy of neutron-
induced fission is typically a few MeV, considerably
higher than the zero excitation energy of spontaneous
fission. One could thus expect a di↵erence in the sponta-
neous and neutron-induced fission yields. The resultant
fission product yields are shown in Fig. 2. Some increased
asymmetry is seen in the tails of the neutron-induced
yields. For the neutron-rich nuclei of interest here, the
GEF 2016 systematics suggest a global trend of tran-
sition from asymmetric toward symmetric yields along
most isotopic chains, with a region of primarily sym-
metric yields near the shell closure at N = 184. Along

FIG. 1. (Color online) The fission yield for 278Pu(n,f) with
an incoming neutron energy of 0.1 MeV (black) as compared
to 0.2 MeV (red), 0.5 MeV (blue), and 1.0 MeV (orange).

an isotonic chain in this neutron-rich region, on average
the yields become increasingly symmetric with increasing
Z. This behavior can be further demonstrated by exam-
ining the trend in the width of the yields, represented
in Fig. 3 by the most probable mass number di↵erence
between the light and heavy fragment. To obtain this
value, we find the maximum, A0, of the yield distribu-
tions shown in Fig. 2, which gives a most probable width
of |A0 � (Af � A0 � ⌫̄)| where Af and ⌫̄ are the mass
number and average neutron multiplicity of the fission-
ing nucleus, respectively. Since, as can be seen in Fig. 2,
many of the GEF 2016 yields in the neutron-rich regions
contain both a symmetric and asymmetric component, a
metric based on the maximum of the yields will not fully
capture their complex behavior. However Fig. 3 is still
representative of the dominant yield trends predicted for
r-process isotopes. In Section III, we will examine the
impact that such asymmetric-to-symmetric yield trends
have on the r-process abundance pattern and will show
that the enhanced asymmetric yield contributions for fi-
nite excitation energies appear in key regions for a fission
cycling r process. We note that for some nuclei the fission
yields predicted by other versions of the GEF code can
be significantly di↵erent from those of GEF 2016. Nev-
ertheless, the general arguments we lay out in this work
remain the same.

We now turn to neutron emission from the fragments
and the resulting fission product yields. First we discuss
how we modify FREYA to make use of the GEF 2016 fis-
sion fragment yields. We then discuss how neutron emis-
sion di↵ers in the two codes and how, even though we may
start with identical yields in both GEF and FREYA, we
may end up with di↵erent fission product yields and av-
erage neutron multiplicities, ⌫. The di↵erence in neutron
emission is important for the r process because prompt
fission neutrons can be a substantial fraction of the late-

Fission in astrophysical environments



Cowan+11 Fission cycling to “wash away” initial conditions 
and stabilize abundances?

10 r-process rich halo stars compared to solar: 
similar lanthanide abundance ratios

“Universality” or “robustness” of 
r-process abundances 



1.2-1.4 M☉ NSM dynamical ejecta 
(hydro simulation Rosswog+13) 

with theoretical fission yields from LANL (Mumpower+20) 

“Universality” or “robustness” of 
r-process abundances 

10 r-process rich halo stars compared to solar: 
similar lanthanide abundance ratios

and light precious metal (Ag,Pd)

Vassh+20 (ApJ 896, 28) 



Looking at a larger sample of stars: evidence of fission fragments 

Ag (stable isotopes A=107,109), Eu (isotopes A=151,153) 
correlated through fission à r-process reach A>260

Cowan+11

Pd,Ag Eu

Zr 2nd peak

Roederer, Vassh+23 (Science 382 (6675))
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Upcoming Hubble 
Space Telescope 
Observations 
(Cd, Z=48)



Radice+19 merger dynamical ejecta: 1.35-1.35 vs. 1.2-1.4 M⊛

Why consistent ratios of Ag, Eu point to fission

Roederer, Vassh+23 (Science 382 (6675))
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Gammas > 3.5 MeV: signature of prompt and delayed 
fission gammas in an astrophysical event! 

Prompt

Delayed

Fission in astrophysical environments

Wang,Vassh+20 (ApJ Letters 903, L3)



Fission in astrophysical environments
Gammas > 3.5 MeV: signature of prompt and delayed 

fission gammas in an astrophysical event! 

Wang,Vassh+20 (ApJ Letters 903, L3)



Wang, Vassh+24 (in prep)

Large 
Magellanic
Cloud (50 kpc)

Small 
Magellanic
Cloud (60 kpc)

Detectability of fission gammas (>3.5 MeV) with the AMEGO telescope: 
predicted detectability distance depends on nuclear model
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i-process

Arcones+17

+ more...

Production of fissioning nuclei in astrophysics?

Observed kilonova light curve
GW170817 

Actinides

Villar+17; see also Cowperthwaite+17
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A beacon of in situ lead production – Thallium-208’s 2.6 MeV emission line



Movie by 
M. Larivière

r process in neutron star mergers: 
MeV gamma rays emitted from the 𝛽-decay of neutron-rich isotopes



hours days years

r process in neutron star mergers: 
MeV gamma rays emitted from the 𝛽-decay of neutron-rich isotopes

@ 10 kpc (Galactic)

Vassh, Wang, Larivière+24 (PRL 132, 052701)



Majorana 
demonstrator
(76Ge neutrinoless

double 𝛽-decay search)

Alvis+19

The 2.6 MeV gamma-ray line of Tl-208 and the Th-232 decay chain



The 2.6 MeV gamma-ray line of Tl-208 and the Th-232 decay chain

Nuclear medicine:
Clinical imaging 

studies using 224Ra 
α-particle therapy

Mikalsen+23



The 2.6 MeV gamma-ray line of Tl-208 and the Th-232 decay chain

Nuclear medicine:
Clinical imaging 

studies using 224Ra 
α-particle therapy

Mikalsen+23

And many more! e.g.:
Exp. background: SNO+,
Nuclear safeguards: detect shielded 
enriched U-232, 
Geology: aerial surveys to map out 
terrestrial Th, 
Soil and Hydrological Sciences: studies of 
soil and water content….
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i process in rapidly accreting 
white dwarfs (RAWDs)

Vassh, Wang, Larivière+24 (PRL 132, 052701)



Comparison with other nuclei with decays emitting in the 2.5-2.8 MeV energy range

Vassh, Wang, Larivière+24 (PRL 132, 052701)



Comparison with other nuclei with decays emitting in the 2.5-2.8 MeV energy range

@ 10 kpc (Galactic)

Vassh, Wang, Larivière+24 (PRL 132, 052701)



From how far could we see a thallium signal given projected detector sensitivity?

Courtesy of M. Larivière

SN1987A

Vassh, Wang, Larivière+24 (PRL 132, 052701)



What can current and near future rare isotope beam facilities target 
in connection to actinide / lead production observables?
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*beta-decay rates and masses along A=208 and N=126 which 
affect Tl, Ra production

*extend exp boundary for half-lives, branching ratios of 
A~224-228 elements feeding alpha-decaying species like Ra-224

*neutron capture rates for Tl-205-208 
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*fission barrier heights and branching ratios near 
Z=92, N=154 to begin constraining extrapolations 

and inform rate / yield predictions
*Masses of n-rich daughter products with A~140-160

*half-lives and branching ratios of 
n-rich actinide decays (e.g. Bk-254)

*fission gamma spectra / beta-
spectra of n-rich fission daughters



An international and multi-disciplinary community is working to answer these questions

Connecting RIB facilities with the cosmos 51

techniques. Generally, decay properties can be studied with the lowest beam intensities

and therefore for the most neutron-rich nuclei accessible, while masses require somewhat

higher beam intensities, and reaction studies are only possible closer to stability where

beam intensities are still higher. In the following we discuss various experimental

approaches in more detail.

6.1. Masses

There are many methods to determine binding energies of nuclei. In the past decade

a large number of mass measurements of neutron-rich nuclei have been performed,

approaching, and in some places reaching, the path of the r-process (Fig. 7). Until

recently, mass measurements of nuclides in the r-process path have been rare, and

measurements lag behind decay studies that have reached much more neutron-rich

nuclei. This is about to change as new facilities are coming online and developments

of experimental devices for mass measurements of exotic nuclei are completed. New

facilities that are already operating and will provide a large number of r-process masses

in the very near future include CARIBU at ANL and RIBF at RIKEN.
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Figure 7. Recent r-process motivated experiments measuring masses or �-decay half-
lives T1/2 at various radioactive beam facilities. The colors of the legend boxes match
the colors of the chart and denote a specific facility or experimental collaboration. The
pink area denotes the reach of the future FRIB facility.

Experimental mass values are not only needed as input for r-process models, but

are also essential for validating theoretical mass models since some of the r-process

nuclei are not experimentally reachable today and thus the simulations have to rely on

theoretical mass predictions. As discussed below in Secs. 7.1.1 and 7.2.1, current energy

density functionals used in DFT calculations of nuclear masses ere deficient near the

Horowitz+18

Experimental campaigns
Advances in nuclear theory Observational campaigns

Bogner+

There are numerous groups worldwide doing calculations, measurements, and observations 
relevant for heavy element synthesis!

Advances in computational simulations

Foucart+16


